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Leaders in co-extruded 
composite decking



Eva-Last ® InfinityTM

With over a decade of design and develop-

ment behind it, tested in some of the harsh-

est climates worldwide, comes a co-extruded 

bamboo composite range built to withstand 

all that Mother Nature has to throw at it. 

Protected by the revolutionary Eva-Last® capping technology, 

InfinityTM has outperformed wood 

and timber on a global scale.

GLOBAL PROOF OF INFINITY’S 

PERFORMANCE

Engineered Polymer Co-Extrusion 

Eva-Last® Infinity
TM

’s revolutionary capped and embossed 

surface layer offers superior performance and ease-of-

maintenance. This advanced cap technology is 

co-extruded simultaneously to the core, giving 

Eva-Last® Infinity
TM

 one of the most hardwearing, 

stain-resistant, scratch-resistant, slip-resistant 

and splinter-free surface finishes available.

Eva-Last® InfinityTM is resistant to moisture 

has high UV stability and has first-class 

insulating properties making it one of the 

most durable and long lasting products in 

its class. 

ENCOMPASSING RANGE

Protective co-extruded cap

Bamboo-plastic composite core



Complete ease-of-maintenance. 
Complete peace-of-mind.

GLOBAL PROOF OF INFINITY’S 

PERFORMANCE



The highest UV-resistant agents enure that there is minimal colour fade, while Eva-Last® InfinityTM’s special-
ised capping technology ensures no moisture penetrates the boards, making them mould and moisture 
resistant; ideal for areas around pools, ponds, pontoons and peers.

Natural varied colours mimic natural wood 

Ultra-low maintenance

UV, fade & stain resistant

Mould & moisture resistant

Environmentally friendly

Barefoot-friendly; slip & splinter resistant

Scratch resistant

Anti-microbial properties make it germ resistant & hygienic 

Range of colours & finishes to choose from

25 year limited warranty



The benefits of Eva-Last ® InfinityTM

Superior quality & long-lasting performance.

If you’re the kind of person that would prefer to spend quality time enjoying your deck rather than time work-

ing on it, then Eva-Last® Infinity
TM

 is what you’ve been waiting for. 

As the name implies, Eva-Last® Infinity
TM

 will outlive natural timber and doesn’t require any hassle or upkeep. 

You’ll save precious time, energy and money, as there’s absolutely no need to stain, seal or sand  Infinity
TM

. 

Ever!  Eva-Last® Infinity
TM

 really will add value and quality to your home and your life.

Primary benefits



EVA-LAST® ENVIRONMENTAL PHILOSOPHY

Our philosophy in a nutshell

When you choose Eva-Last®, you are making a truly thoughtful choice for you and 
the environment.  Eva-Last® InfinityTM offers a durable, low-maintenance bamboo 
composite that consistently outperforms timber and other composites.

Industry & environmental recognition

Eva-Last® has always been at the forefront of the green building industry and, 
since our inception in 2007, we have been continually and consistently improving 
our commitments to serving the environment and our clients.

We love trees

No trees are cut down for the purpose of creating Eva-Last® products.  Eva-Last® 
uses only repurposed timber and bamboo, paired with high-quality recycled plastics.

Recycling at its best

Eva-Last® is an industry leader in utilising recycled plastics, which would otherwise 
end up in landfills and oceans.  We transform this potential waste into striking and 
durable decking, railing and fascade products.

Out with the bad, in with the good

Eva-Last® products are free of toxic chemicals and preservatives normally used for 
the treatment of natural timber products.

Waste not, want never

In our factory, only the coffee grounds are tossed away. Every bit of quality, left 
over product is put back into the manufacturing line to be recycled and made into 
beautiful, useful decking surfaces.

Getting it there with “green” in mind

We go the distance to ensure our transportation channels have the lowest carbon 
emissions and smallest environmental footprint possible.

 



Highly versatile. Ultra-low maintenance. 

The Eva-Last® InfinityTM co-extruded range is highly versatile in its uses and applications. Available 

profiles include solid, grooved, arched, interlocking and fascia boards as well as trims and stair treads. 

Grooved, solid, double sided 

deck boards

Non-Grooved, double sided 

deck boards

Stair tread board

Grooved, arched, single sided 

deck boards

Grooved, hollow, double sided 

deck boards

I-series deck boards

Double sided fascias and

screen boards

Non-Grooved, single sided 

deck boards

Eva-Last® InfinityTM performs in all residential, commercial and high traffic 

industrial applications. From safari lodges to ocean marinas, boardwalks, 

promenades, restaurants, shopping centres 

and tranquil residential settings, whatever 

the vision, Eva-Last® InfinityTM will bring it 

to life. For life!



Horizontal or vertical applications available

High traffic commercial applications Low traffic residential applications



Finishes

Magnificently durable

Elegant in its aesthetics and resilient in its wear, Eva-Last® InfinityTM is available in a variety of different 

finish options that incorporate magnificent wood grain textures and mimic the look and feel of exotic 

hardwoods. 

These beautifully natural finishes offer effortless cleaning, complete ease-of-maintenance and the 

most advanced moisture, scratch, stain and fade resistance technology available today. What’s more, 

anti-microbial properties make all surfaces germ resistant and hygienic, plus their slip resistance 

make them barefoot friendly and safe for the while family.

Elegant
(Q1)

Exotic
(Q1R)

Carved
(S)

Sculpted grain
(L)

Carved brushed
(SR)

Craft
(T)

Brushed craft
(TR)

Distressed
(J)

Hand beveled
(U)

Heart wood
(W)

Pressed
(Y)

Fine
(M)

Brushed soft wood
(R)

Drift wood
(E)



Colours

CO-EXTRUDED COMPOSITE DECKING
Eva-Last® is inspired by the exquisite colours found in nature.

A remarkable range of shades, tones and textures can complement any living space.



InfinityTM at sunset. 

CO7 | SPANISH SAFFRON
double sided, solid  

(140 x 23 mm)

The proprietary manufacturing process used in the creation of Eva-Last® Infinity
TM

 achieves an infinitely variable and 

authentic colour finish, comparable only to natural timber. This advanced and innovative technology allows for 

incredible colour blending, providing one of the best looking composite boards available.

For printing and display reasons, the board images herein may vary slightly from the actual board colours. Physical samples should be viewed to 

determine actual colour before placing any orders.



Low traffic residential applications

Horizontal or vertical railing applications available High traffic commercial applications







Cleaning & Care

Ease-of-maintenance. Peace-of-mind. 

Eva-Last® InfinityTM is truly designed for easy living, that’s why, unlike natural wood, Eva-Last®’s 

composite decking is ultra-low maintenance, easy to care for and requires no costly staining, sand-

ing or sealing. Eva-Last® InfinityTM’s specialised cap technology is one of the most advanced in the 

construction industry, resulting in a product that is highly durable and needs almost no upkeep.

All your Eva-Last® InfinityTM deck needs to have a 

long, beautiful life is the occasional sweep with a 

hard-bristled broom or a wash with a high pressure 

hose. Eva-Last® InfinityTM’s anti-microbial properties 

also make it germ resistant and completely hygienic 

for the whole family.

For more detailed information on how to simply 

care for your Eva-Last® InfinityTM deck, download our 

Cleaning & Care Guide at www.eva-last.com



FASTENED, FOR LIFE.

Designed for 
professionals. 
Perfect for novices.



Eva-Last® specialised systems: Fixing 

Eva-Last® has developed a range of durable fasteners, specifically designed to work with the Eva-Last® 

co-extruded products, to provide the strongest fix. HULK is a range of fasteners that can be used to fasten 

the Eva-Last® InfinityTM products onto a range of materials such as steel, timber, aluminium and composite 

structures.

HULK fasteners are nano-coated with ceramic corrosion resistant HCTO nano-coating and have been test-

ed and developed under some of the heaviest loads and in the most ruthless of conditions. They use 

an advanced bit lock system which maximises torque transfer, assembly speed and extends the life of your 

bits and screws. They are undeniably Eva-Last®’s most superior fixing solution.



Email: info@eva-last.com
Tel: +85 25 808 5722

www.eva-last.com

Hong Kong office
Tel: +85 25 808 5722
Address: Room 1203, 12/F Tower 3
33 Canton Road, Tsimshatsui, 
Hong Kong, China

China office
Tel: +86 563 6767 353
Tel: +86 572 2127 866 ext. 803 
Address: North Part of Chang’an Road, 
Economic and Technological Development 
Zone of Guangde County, Anhui, China

South Africa office
Tel: +27 (0) 10 593 9222 
Address: Plot 84 Short Street
Rietfontein, Muldersdrift 
Johannesburg 1747
South Africa

FIND US ON

For more information visit www.eva-last.com


